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This research including, CO3O4 was prepared by the chemical spry pyrolysis, deposited 
film acceptable to assess film properties and applications as photodetector devise, studying 
the optical and optoelectronics properties of Cobalt Oxide and effect of different doping 
ratios with Br (2, 5, 8)%. the optical energy gap for direct transition were evaluated and it 
decreases as the percentage Br increase, Hall measurements showed that all the films are 
p-type, the current–voltage characteristic of Br:CO3O4 /Si Heterojunction show change 
forward current at dark varies with applied voltage, high spectral response,  specific 
detectivity and quantum efficiency of CO3O4 /Si detector with 8% of Br ,was deliberate, 
extreme value with 673nm.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Cobalt oxides was individual of greatest significant evolution metal oxides which had 

enormous attention in numerous fields [1]. Cobalt(II,III) oxide is an mineral composite through the 
prescription Co3O4,where it was unique of two fit considered cobalt oxides, a black 
antiferromagnetic solid. By way of a diverse valence multifactorial, its formulation was 
occasionally inscribed such as CoIICoIII2O4 and sometimes by means of CoO•Co2O3,  highly 
stable, nontoxic environment, relative abundance on earth, efficient abs option on the visible 
photons, thru double optical band gaps of 1.5 eV in addition to 2.2 eV [3]. Cobalt oxide is p-type 
semiconductor per a regular spinel structural [4], besides this one had several profitable or latent 
submissions in heterogeneous catalysts [5], terminal materials in Li-ion rechargeable batteries [6], 
solid state sensors [7], electro chromic devices [8], solar energy absorbers’  [9], also pigments 
[10]. Cobaltoxide films have been equipped thru countless procedures for instance spray pyrolysis, 
sputtering, chemical vapor deposition, pulse laser deposition, sol–gel process, electrodeposition, 
etc. on diversity of substrates ,where separately statement technique propositions dissimilar 
compensations [11-16]. Midst the countless deposited procedures, the spray pyrolysis were the 
record appropriate process aimed at the provision of dopant thin films for the reason that that one 
easiness, low-cost investigational procedure, plus comfort of addition numerous doping material 
[17], a dopant was unique of the admirable behaviors towards advance the electrical conductivity, 
optical properties, and efficient photodetectors is individual of the outstanding methods to progress 
the above declared possessions. This research goals fabricate (p- Br:CO3O4/n-Si) heterojunctions 
photo detector and studies optoelectronic properties, responsivity and specific detectivity of visible 
light photodetector for Br:CO3O4  junction, and the consequence of doping with diverse ratio of 
Bromine, similarly studies the application as a photodetector device. 

 
 
2. Experimental 
 
Co3O4 thin films of (300)nm thickness, had been prepared by chemical spry pyrolysis 

deposition on substrates at temperature (673±20)K. using Preparing the solution used for the 
deposition (Co3O4), the water cobalt nitrate Co(NO3)2.6H2O was used with purity (98%) mixed 
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with different percentage (2,5,8)% of NH4Br.6H2O, the assorted remained liquefied in distilled 
water using a magnetic agitator for (15min) towards get a perfect solution then this one is spray on 
the way to glass and silicon substrate through a detachment of around (~ 29±1)cm, the movement 
amount of the solution throughout spraying was attuned near (9 ml/min) and kept constant 
throughout the deposition process , annealing process done confidential furnace at (773K) for 1h . 
The results of the optical properties of all samples prepared (pure and doped) were found using 
UV–VIS spectrophotometer "OPTIMA SP-3000" within the wavelength range of (190-1100) nm. 
the value of the direct band gap can be relative with Tauc relative [18,19].  Moreover to 
determined Hall Effect measurements the Vander Pauw(EcopiaHMS-3000)  was utilized. Suitable 
preparation was fortified for regulate the photodetector strictures, the structure comprises of 
HUIERDC P S(1502DD), DJ. Multimeter, Spectral responsivity could determine via utilize a 
mono chromatic light source through spectral variety (200–900) nm.  

 
 
3. Results and discussions 
 
The optical absorption data were analyzed for pure Co3O4 and doped with Bromine,  as we 

can see in figure (1 a),  absorbance spectra in the range (400-1100) nm has been examined, the 
result show increase approximately from ( 25% to 70%) at λ = 670 nm with effect of doping,  there 
is shift in absorption edges toward (700nm) wavelengths with Br adding which it may be 
associated to inhabiting of adding atoms into the interstate situations in the lattice and attributed to 
quantum confinement of nanoparticles, transmittance form of deposited films alteration with 
cumulative wavelength, and diminutions with growing Br ratio were show in Figure (1b), the 
transmittance value sharp fall from (56.13% to 26.13%) by way of 8% concentration Br, this 
lessening accredited to the introduction of impurity level, and as a result of the increased scattering 
of photons by crystal defects by doping [20,21]. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. (a) Absorption spectra of Co3O4 with effect doping [0,2,5,8]% Br,  
(b)  Transmittance, Reflection spectra for Co3O4 with 8% Br. 

 
 
The shifting of absorption edge to longer wavelength or lower energy indicating 

decreasing of Egopt with increasing ratio adding , Figure (2 a) expression schemes of (αhν)2 as a 
function of photon energy (hν) for Co3O4 thin films per diverse concentration for Br (0, 2,5,8) 
wt.%, and modification absorption coefficients with photon energy (hν)for 8% Br in Figure (2 b), 
the Egopt of Cobaltoxides films were originate near reduced [ 2.21 to 1.85] eV, aimed at films 
effected by doping ratio . This can be attributed to the fact that the impurity produces levels in the 
gap due to the merging of impurities with energy levels close to the edge of the band, which may 
contribute to making the bandgap narrow, and the reason may be due to changes in the 
composition caused by the presence of impurities. Moreover, the absorption coefficient α indicates 

a b 
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a long band tail in the absorption curves besides we bargain lower value per lowers  photon energy 
below (1.45eV), formerly activates with a regular escalation as a result of inhabiting of dopant 
particles into the interstitials locations in the lattice film.  

 

    
    

                   
 

Fig. 2. ( a) Plot of (αhυ)2 versus (hυ) of Co3O4 thin films for different Br ratio , 
 (b)   The absorption coefficient of 8% Br doped  Co3O4 thin film. 

 
 
From Figure (3a,b) entirely models deposited have a positive Hall coefficient (p–type 

charge, both the carriers concentration and Hall mobility intensifications and the Hall coefficient 
decrease with the swelling Br percentage, increasing the concentration of charge carriers and 
mobility respectively, with increased distortion ratios for Co3O4, explained on aggregate the levels 
of impurities in the interior the energy gap via cumulative the distortion ratios, which in turn leads 
to a decrease in the activation energy of electrical conductivity, which makes the charge carriers 
need less energy to move under the influence of the magnetic field and this leads to an increase in 
the concentration and movement of charge carriers, and this increase is consistent with the increase 
in electrical conductivity when increasing the distortion ratios [22].  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. (a) Charge concentration and (b) Hall mobility for  Co3O4 thin film  under effect of Br(0,2,5,8)%  

doping percentage. 
 
 
I–V characteristics of pure in addition Br doping Cobalt oxides thin films were revealed 

on Figure(4), curvatures demonstration the connection amid current flowed  over an electronics 
device then the apply voltage crossways that one stations. Br:Co3O4/ Si heterojunction per 
dissimilar proportion in forward as well as reverse bias, this one noticeable the current upsurge 

a 

b 
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exponentially per voltage on forward bias, whereas in reverse bias the current was increased 
slightly with voltage then didn’t display slightly saturation or strident breakdown, the forward 
current have binary districts on behalf of totally photo detectors, on initial region the current is 
identical slight, this current is identified by means of recombination current befell at low voltage 
solitary [23].  

 

 
 

Fig. 4. I-V characteristics of Br:Co3O4/Si heterojunction for diverse Br ratio. 
 
 
By the subsequent district on highest voltages, exponential rises of forward current since 

the partiality voltage potential surpasses the potential barriers. The voltage provides the electron 
adequate energy to incredulous the barrier height and drift that is named diffusion current. The 
uppermost current was with 8% Br ratio. The defects were confidential the energygap levels 
besides in the interior the depletion region performance by means of recombined centers then, 
motivation diminution current movement, diagonally the junction.  

Figure (5) illustration the I-V characteristics of the Br:Co3O4/Si samples in dissimilar 
occurrence power density (60,100, 183) mW/cm2, be situated measure below dark and illumination 
condition . Upon illumination of the junction, extra carriers are generated in addition to forward 
current increases. Likewise the illuminating junctions augmented the reverse bias current as 
predictable since the electron-hole pair generation in the depletion region if the occurrence photon 
energy is superior than the lowest direct band gap of the heterojunction, besides Br ratio  make the 
optical energy gap decrease plus condensed electrical resistivity and this result in upsurge the 
concentration carriers in addition there mobility and that style the lighting current improved 
through collective Br dopant percentage. 
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Fig. 5.  I-V characteristics for Br:Co3O4/Si heterojunction at pure and Br (2,5,8)%,  

with diverse incident power density. 
 
 
Spectral Responsivity (Rλ), demarcated by photocurrent generated per unit of power of the 

incident light intensity on active areas, rendering to equation [24].  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 6. Photo response spectral aimed at Br:Co3O4/ Si hetero junctions with pure and Br (2,5,8)%. 

 
 
 
Figure (6) shows the responsivity extending (400-1000) nm wavelength of pure Co3O4 in 

addition doped with Br heterojunctions measuring lower than (3V) reverse bias, the illustrations 
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have a respectable response in visible area, besides the highest photo respons(650-700)nm, 
conferring through the band gap (1.84eV) of Co3O4: Br (8%)/Si.  

The consequence of Bromine proceeding the spectralresponse qualified to enhanced 
optoelectronic characteristics, wherever amplified carriers concentration may bring about to rise 
the illumination current formerly the spectral response intensification. Therefore the advantage 
requires a sturdy visible response emerges and the response intensity is enhanced with Br content 
in films[25]. 

The dissimilarity of quantum efficiency in addition specific detectivity per the wave length 
were show in figure (7), The quantum efficiency value increase from ( 37.79 to 76.77) % for 
Br:Co3O4/ Si heterojunctions on outcome doping , this accredited to the growing in the absorption 
incident radiation in thin film which is generating electron-hole pairs.  Furthermore,  we obvious 
that the specific detectivity rises with increasing ratio  , due to the increase  spectral responsivity 
and decreases of noise equivalent power (NEP) , as we can see in figure (8), where the minimum 
NEP occurs when responsivity has the maximum value , the NEP decreases when the films doping 
with Br upsurge due to decrease noise current. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. The variation of noise equivalent power (NEP) thru wavelength on behalf of Br:Co3O4/ Si 
heterojunctions at dissimilar Br doping ratio. 

 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
In height recital photodetectors occupied in visible region and successfully fabricated 

Br:Co3O4/ Si photodetector ,were prepared thinfilm Co3O4 pure and doping by chemical spry 
pyrolysis technique, optical absorption studies show optical transitions was direct and value of 
optical energy gap decreases with increasing of doping, the mobility increases with increasing of 
Br proportion. Also, under illumination, the photocurrent increases with increases doping, the 8% 
Br: Co3O4 photo detector displayed a main responsivity for visible region than pure nanostructures.  
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